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The following bulletin produced by IFAF Rules of the Game Committee contains recent College
Football Officiating interpretations and their official IFAF counterparts. The bulletin is supplementary
to the IFAF Football Rules and Interpretations.
AR/interp.
number

Play

CFO interpretation 2017

IFAF interpretation 2017

7-1-5-a4:1

Third and 3 at the B-35
and Team A is set in a
legal formation. Just
before the snap,
linebacker B54 runs
forward toward the line of
scrimmage and just
before entering the neutral
zone pumps both arms at
the offensive line in an
exaggerated non-football
movement in order to
create a false start by the
offense. Team A lineman
A55 reacts to this
movement and lifts his
hand from the ground
while rocking back.

Dead-ball foul, delay of
game. Penalize Team B 5
yards and it will be First
and 10 at the B-30.

Same as CFO.

7-1-5-a4:2

Third and 3 at the B-35
and Team A is set in a
legal formation. Just
before the snap,
linebacker B54 runs
forward toward the line of
scrimmage trying to time
his blitz with the snap. As
he approaches the neutral
zone, Team A does not
snap the ball and B54
stops clearly before
entering the neutral zone.
Team A lineman A55
subsequently lifts his hand
from the ground while
rocking back.

Dead-ball foul, False Start.
Penalize Team A 5 yards
and it will be Third and 8
at the B-40.

Same as CFO.
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6-1-2-c1:3

Late in the game Team A
trails by 2 points and will
Free Kick from The A-35.
Kicker A10 places the ball
down at the A-35 in the
center of the field for an
apparent onside kick.
After the ready for play,
from the right hash, A10
walks forward to the A38.
A10 subsequently
approaches the ball and
executes an onside kick.
When the ball was kicked,
Team A met the
requirement of at least 4
players on each side of
the kicker.

By interpretation, after the
ready for play signal all
Team A players must be
behind their restraining
line. Live-ball foul, five
yards from the previous
spot, or five yards from the
spot where the
subsequent dead ball
belongs to Team B.

Same as CFO.

5-1-3-a:4

Third and 3 at the A-47,
Team A ball carrier A44
runs up the middle and
approaches the line to
gain which is the 50 yard
line. As he is being
tackled, A44 extends the
ball forward beyond the
line to gain, and
subsequently pulls the ball
back into his body and the
ball is at the A49 when
A44’s knee touches the
ground.

Team A, fourth and one at
the A-49. The line to gain
is not a plane, and the ball
is placed at the forward
progress spot. Forward
progress is a term
indicating the end of
advancement by the ball
carrier and applies to the
position of the ball when it
became dead by rule.

Same as CFO.
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